5 STEPS FOR A SAFE HANGING PROJECTOR INSTALLATION

1. Thread the **Top Part** of the Projector Hanger onto the 1½” schedule 40 steel **Pipe** using a pipe wrench with a minimum of four threads of engagement.

2. Thread the **Bottom Part** of the Projector Hanger onto the **Female Pipe Coupling** that is mounted to the **Projector** using a pipe wrench with a minimum of four threads of engagement.

3. Insert the **Tee Head** into the **Tee Slot** manually, such that the Tee Head will settle into the Tee Slot.

4. Tighten the **Knurled Tightening Knob** manually, and the projector will be connected to the pipe.

5. Insert the **Rubber Clip** manually to prevent the Knurled Tightening Knob from loosening due to vibration.